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Executive Summary
The local government landscape is evolving at pace. Demographic change is leading to
increased and complex demand on our services. Budgetary pressure is continuing and
unlikely to lessen in the near term. New legislation is creating a greater focus on
empowering communities to direct service provision and to self−support. Finally, our
customers and employees have an increasing desire and expectation to engage and
work digitally, flexibly and mobile. All this is putting considerable pressure across our
local public services.
There is a need for significant and meaningful change in the way that North Lanarkshire
Council currently operates and delivers its services, if we are to adjust to this changing
landscape.
At the same time we are seeing significant advances in disruptive technologies such as
ultra−fast broadband, artificial intelligence and next generation smart devices, and these
will become increasingly sophisticated in the future. For example, artificial intelligence
(Al) can already be used to respond to customer queries through chatbot features or
even virtual assistants. This technology and others unlock possibilities for delivering
services in radically different ways − if we invest in the necessary infrastructure.
Overall this gives an opportunity for significant and fundamental change. The ambition
is for North Lanarkshire Council to seize this opportunity to transform into a digital
pioneer in Scotland, delivering better outcomes for the people, communities and
businesses of North Lanarkshire. This digital vision and ambition involves going beyond
just changing our operational ways of working, it involves looking holistically at the wider
geographical area of the Council (and neighbouring areas − including the City Region),
and at the people, communities, partners and businesses that define North Lanarkshire,
both at present and in terms of future potential.
We are proposing, therefore, to deliver a 'place−based transformation' that interlocks
significant improvements in our operational and customer facing IT with the
modernisation of the ICT infrastructure across our communities and our economy.
The proposal is to embrace technological innovation and enable new ways to deliver
services at an optimal cost base in ways that are designed around progressive outcomes

for both business and community and not around traditional internal structures,
approaches or closed technological infrastructures.
The aim is to empower and activate customers to be self−managing, to direct them to the
right resources and to anticipate their needs. To develop and support a community which
is digitally enabled and inclusive, which supports new methods of delivery to underpin
and strengthen strong economic growth.
This will make North Lanarkshire an attractive place to live, work and do business, with
improved outcomes for all.
The Council are already innovating with programmes in Enterprise & Housing Resources
(E&HR). Ambitious objectives have been set to invest in and accelerate state of the art
ultrafast digital networks, incorporating next stage 5G developments over the next 3−10
years. Physical infrastructure is being re−imagined to provide a foundation to transform
areas into "Smart Homes and Towns" connecting them to innovative services that help
reduce demand and support priority outcomes across sectors. This links to a shared
vision often referred to as "the internet of things", with customers, residents, homes and
businesses all digitally connected to enable wholly new models of service delivery,
prioritised investment and envisaged economic growth.
At the same time the Council will challenge its current culture and re−envisage new
models of operation to capture the significant potential offered across these new
interlinked technologies. The aim is to reduce the cost base through the removal of
duplication and fragmentation through consolidation of common activity and processes.
The use of Big Data and common digital infrastructures are key enablers to this model
of service delivery.
This report sets out the ambition for North Lanarkshire on how to turn this ambition into
a reality. An overview is provided on the programme that requires to be undertaken in
order to achieve the necessary business and cultural transformation. This includes the
digital investment and infrastructure needed to enable these new models for the benefit
of the Council, its customers, partners and communities.
Recommendations
It is recommended that the Transformation Sub−committee:
(1) Note the contents of this report and accompanying Appendices
(2) Note the high level strategic risks and activities that will be put in place to mitigate
them
(3) Agree to progress to the next stage detailed design
(4) Agree the estimated delivery timescales and implementation approach
Supporting Documents
Council business
plan to 2020

The programme of work that impacts on all Services
contributes in various ways to three council priorities which
are intrinsic to new ways of working and new business
models;

Working differently and better in respect of
communities;
− Drawing on a wider range of resources to achieve the
council's aims; and
− Improving economic opportunities and outcomes.
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−
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Background
1.1

Members will be aware of the Chief Executive's report approved at Policy &
Resources Committee in December 2015, outlining the Future Priorities of the
Council and Delivery Model. This identified five clear priorities, to:
•
•
•
•
•

Improve economic opportunities and outcomes
Support all children to realize their full potential
Improve the health and care of communities
Improve relationships with communities and the third sector
Improve the council's resource base

1.2

At this time, three Assistant Chief Executives were appointed with a corporate
responsibility in terms of improving outcomes, integrating service delivery, identifying
opportunities for proactive and innovative solutions, aligning budgets and staff to
support the Council's priorities, and securing additional resources and revenue
streams to help deliver these.

1.3

This strategic repositioning promoted a focus on expending resources in ways that
achieve the greatest benefits for the council and the public. This provided an
opportunity for new ways of working and a new business model that fundamentally
rethinks service redesign within the wider context of place and business − that
considers how service users interact with the Council, how service delivery workflows
are managed, how productivity is maximized and how best our economy and our
communities can best be supported for the long term future.

1.4

The Council Business Plan to 2020 was approved in December 2016, setting out
the programme of work required to deliver on the five priorities identified above.
This enabled Services to align resources and ambitions, moving to a more holistic
approach aimed at bringing about significant transformation and delivering
broader economic and social benefits to the people and communities of North
Lanarkshire.

1.5 This report sets out the Digital ambition for the Council; outlining proposals for
innovative ways of working that will transform North Lanarkshire through both
business and cultural change via ambitious investment in technological growth.
This report provides an overview of the proposals with the intention that more
detailed design work and progress will be shared with Committee as the
programme of work is developed.

2.

Report

The aim
2.1

The overarching aim of the project is to locate North Lanarkshire, its services and
its economy at the forefront of digital service delivery to maximise shared benefits
for all.

A clarity of vision
2.2

A clarity of vision was deemed a prerequisite for success.
Key principles of the digital vision for North Lanarkshire (Digital Council, Digital
Economy and Digital Communities):
−

−
−

−

−

−
−
−

−
−

North Lanarkshire is one of Scotland's digital pioneers − embracing
technological innovation and digitisation of services including cutting edge
technologies which support sustained economic growth
North Lanarkshire uses digital platforms to reduce demand and provide
personalised services to customers
Our economy is supported by key digital investment to enable ultrafast
connectivity which is underpinned by a shared economic and community
focus on inclusivity
Council services are more efficient, with personal contact reduced in favour
of end−to−end digitised services which support improved customer access
and outcomes. Traditional council services like Contact Centres and First
Stop Shops are transformed to assist people to self−serve
Digital exclusion is reduced across every programme element, with
information and access aligned to reflect need but which is also ready to
challenge historical assumptions. This includes ensuring that groups with
limited digital proficiency have access to direct support and training via
alternative conduits e.g. internet access in libraries, schools and other
community based resources
North Lanarkshire is highly networked with other organisations − multi agency
working is the norm
Big Data is the norm, with information sharing wholly integrated with high
functioning analytics to identify, analyse and address needs
The Councils technology, workforce and public space are flexible and
adaptable to change. All staff and partners can access the information they
need to do their job. Workers are highly mobile and not tied to physical assets
creating less need for public buildings and re−imagining the long term role of
schools and community facilities
Back office is fully digitised. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a common
feature across our economy.
North Lanarkshire is a modern, vibrant and attractive place to live, work and
grow your business with the talent developed and employed locally to support
our shared ambition

An expanded Digital Vision can be found in Appendix A.

Current Service Delivery
2.3

There is a need for significant and meaningful change in the way that North
Lanarkshire's goals and ambitions are supported to maximise the true potential
that digital has to offer to our Council, our Economy and our Communities (Digital
Council, Digital Economy and Digital Communities.
In relation to the Council as a service provider, there are limitations to our current
service delivery model that mean we have a reduced ability to adjust to
demographic, financial, legislative and cultural changes to meet the growing
expectations and changing needs of our citizens, our communities and the
economy that supports them.
Analysis undertaken in development of the Outline Business Case has
highlighted some key limitations, for example:
−
−
−
−

−

Multiple contact points into the council
Complex standalone paper forms
Limited data sharing across services and organisations and limited use of live
data to inform dynamic service response
Self−service through digital channels is not widely available currently and
where it is available it is usually restricted add−ons to legacy
systems/platforms
Whilst superfast broadband is largely available, visioning work around the
future digital economy and the role of 5G and ultrafast technologies is limited
at present

While small scale service−based cost reduction, efficiency, and operational
improvement initiatives will help to address current financial challenges, this
alone is unlikely to be sufficient to achieve long term sustainability for the Council
to meet the expectations of employees, citizens, businesses and communities.
This creates an opportunity for significant and meaningful change; change that
represents a new model of service delivery for the Council and its role in
promoting North Lanarkshire's wider economy.
A new way of working
2.4

Digital is a significant enabler to making this type of change. Therefore, North
Lanarkshire Council must be an organisation that harnesses technology and
digital to enable and drive new models of service delivery and cultural change.
This does not stop at the services provided by the Council, but then expands into
its role as an enabler in supporting sustainable communities and generating
strong and sustained economic growth for the area.
The need to link internal service transformation through digital, with the delivery
and support of a digital community and linked digital economy is essential.
New ways of working are needed to direct people and business to the right
supports, at the right time, in the right place, whether the support is self−service,
self−management, third sector, partners, community or infrastructure related, or

indeed, relates to a Council service. This approach will allow the Council to adapt
by facilitating:
−
−
−
−

The diversion of unwarranted demand away from costly services
A reduction in the cost base by removal of duplication and fragmentation
through consolidation of common activity/processes
Support to wider economic growth and the relationship to improving the
Councils wider resource base
Options for shared service solutions across public and private sector
resources through shared data and platforms

Digital is an essential enabler in making this way of working a reality. Digitising
our Council services (and ensuring this encompasses our wider digital community
infrastructure) is one aspect of such a programme which supports both the
accountability of the individual to look after themselves, and the opportunity for
service providers to communicate, collaborate, and proactively deliver improved
outcomes for citizens and communities. It provides the basis for a significant
whole Council transformation and creates the opportunity for the organisation to
re−orientate to:
−
−
−
−
−
−

Be designed around outcomes and people (customers) and not around
internal structures
Empower and activate customers (behaviour change) to be self−managing,
and direct them to the right resources
Anticipate customers/communities needs to intervene where appropriate to
prevent needs from escalating
Create opportunities for employees to develop new more rewarding skills
including digital skills
Focussing on establishing Smart Homes and Towns which become more self
sustaining
Empowering our digital economy

Delivery elements will remain the responsibility of each Service, but common
digital infrastructure, data and activity will be consolidated eliminating duplication
and fragmentation.
How digital will help us meet the changing landscape
2.5

There are four key principles that will enable North Lanarkshire Council to deliver
this future way of working:
Digital Council: Digital customer interfaces that activate and enable
customers to self−manage, self−assess, and provide a single point of access
to services and partners. This incorporates a digitally enabled workforce and
aligned organisation model fit for the future, with automation and operational
efficiency at the core
−

Digital Economy: Digital infrastructure that locates North Lanarkshire as the
heart of business in Scotland, with a skilled workforce aligned to current and
future demand.

Digital Community: Outcome focused delivery models, underpinned by
Digital communities and the enabling technologies within to benefit education,
health and employment in wholly new ways.
Insight and Analytics: Anticipatory services enabled by big data, social
listening, Artificial Intelligence (Al) and machine learning. Data made
available through the use of digital solutions shared across services and
sectors to support better outcomes for all.
Technology change
2.6

In order to achieve the ambitious vision defined above and deliver services more
effectively and efficiently, North Lanarkshire will need to move to a more
advanced and agile model of digital architecture. It must be scalable and as far
as possible future proof.
This target architecture seeks to leverage cloud (platform, software and services)
as well as leading emerging technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (Al),
Internet of Things (loT), Machine learning and Robotic Process Automation
(RPA). The majority of the applications that can be migrated to the cloud would
be under strict governance and business priority. The intention would be to
minimise the Council's spend on resource intensive legacy infrastructure. This
architecture will also need to link to targeted investment and support for wider
ultrafast and 5G enablement across North Lanarkshire, ensuring we continue to
link digital council to our digital economy and future digital communities.
Moving to new ICT architecture requires changes to current stakeholder
channels, the current digital platform, CRM, integrations and data & analytics.
The following internal IT architecture has been identified adhering to some key
success criteria including the following:
Establish a flexible digital platform based on well supported, well
understood technology. The digital platform underpins the Councils' ability
to adopt, scale and release technical solutions and it is imperative to get this
foundation right.
Standardise on a single, comprehensive case management solution that
allows internal and external service requests to be tracked across the
Council, regardless of entry point or line of service. This will replace the
existing Lagan Case Management solution.
Develop a modern, standards based and mobile optimised public front end
which allows services to be requested securely, asking for information once,
with minimised opportunity for error, and automating the use of this
information to ensure services are commissioned and customers arekept
informed through two way communication channels, which may be phone,
text, messaging or social apps. The Goss and Squiz applications, providing
front end capability via the website and forms, would have content and forms
migrated to a new solution.
Move the existing Biztalk integrations to the cloud and invest in a strategic,
cloud based integration solution which is the central, controlled conduit for
automation of information transferral around the Council.
Establish single indexes for people, place and staff will allow many
applications to leverage these single sources of truth. The indexes would

•

•

•

•

replace the MultiVue master data management tool with a more flexible,
technically aligned solution.
Consolidate to a single business intelligence platform for all reporting
purposes, to ensure one version of the truth is accessible in a timely, secure
and automated fashion and allowing the Council to make informed,
intelligence−based decisions.
Strong governance is required across the Council to ensure all changes to
the technology landscape support the business objectives and are not short
term, siloed instances of change.
Where Line of Business applications cannot be subsumed by common
components then any future selection must be done in alignment of the
overall architecture of the Digital Council.
Enable digital infrastructure for communities and businesses which allows
for a seamless interface with the above and supports wider inward
investment opportunities

Digital capabilities will enable North Lanarkshire to become an anticipatory,
innovative, and adaptive environment focused on outcomes. To build these
capabilities there are some key technology investments and activities required
which will both lay the foundation for the digital future and also maximise the
usage and scale of the technology investment.
The approach
2.7

To establish if this is a significant opportunity for North Lanarkshire Council as
part of the above wider digital transformation programme, a baseline analysis
was completed in relation to internal service elements. This was used to
determine the extent of the opportunity, and the scale of the benefits that might
be achieved taking into account the following key questions:
1) To what extent has the Council already digitised it services; it is clear
we are not starting from a base of zero and significant work has already
been undertaken.
2) To what extent are there common activities and processes that could
be consolidated in a business service centre and digitised;
a. high level analysis across the Council as a whole
b. a deeper look across the four areas initially within scope
The analysis was completed through interviews and workshops with key groups
of stakeholders including the service areas and IT, and also through the use of
an online survey tool. The Activity Analysis survey was distributed across a
significant range of Council staff to understand what activity was common, and
of significant volume. This survey was based on a standard process model used
in over 60 other local authorities see Appendix B. The 20 highlighted processes
are those where there is most opportunity to consolidate, automate and digitise.
The results from the activity analysis 6,966 FTE (which excluded ALEO's,
teachers and EYC schools based staff and vacancies) showed 51% effort is
spent on service delivery whilst the remainder is spent on processes such as
customer contact, administration and data entry across services.
When comparing the effort spent on individual activities against other Councils,
NLC benchmarks higher on the processes of enquiry handling, managing

(.

appointments, recording and data entry, HR, and Health & Safety. This perhaps
reflects the fact that there are a number of contact points into the Council and
some challenges with systems integration.
2.8

Implementing the vision and delivering the benefits in stages provides a
controlled road map for change. There are three potential options/stages set out
below ranging from an initial tightly bound scope of a few service areas, a Council
wide consolidation of support functions, to a full Council wide transformation
incorporating frontline service delivery processes.

2.9

The starting point for the development of Digitised Council Services and the
enablement of the wider digital community and economic infrastructure is the
creation of the basic business service model. This model is, essentially, the
foundation for the consolidation of common activities and processes and requires
to be undertaken and aligned with these wider ambitions and requirements. The
common theme and thread remains Digital Council, Digital Economy and Digital
Community.

2.10

The options explored to date in relation to internal services have considered the
scope, activities and processes undertaken in NLC, including those that will be
brought into a business service centre. Options are outlined below:
Option I − Four key infrastructure areas (Welfare, Customer Contact, Billing
& Recovery, Payments)
This option looks just at the activity carried out within the four infrastructure areas
which were initially identified as in scope. By moving to a business service model
and digitising processes, effort can be reduced across 20 key processes
(highlighted in Appendix B) that will be most impacted by the proposed adoption
of digital technologies and associated new ways of working. Based on the
discovery work completed for this project and the examples of comparisons with
other Councils, there is a high degree of confidence that these customer contact
and administrative processes will benefit from efficiency savings from digitisation.
It is proposed that this option is pursued as a 'quick win' stage within a wider
overall programme.
Option 2 − Whole Council transformation (20 processes)
This option looks across all the Council Services and is focused on the same 20
processes as Option 1. Extending the scope in this way provides greater
opportunity for economies of scale, and removal of duplication and fragmentation
across the Council as a whole.
Option 3— Whole Council transformation (ALL processes)
This option shows the potential from looking at all processes across the whole
Council (not just the 20 processes highlighted). Estimates for the 16 process
areas not looked at in detail for this exercise are conservative based on other
Council's transformations.

Option 3 is the preferred option for maximising the benefits of a digital
transformation across the Council. This will encompass both Option I and Option
2 as stages within a full transformational implementation programme.
It would also by default encompass the aligned development of Smarter homes
and Towns, with fully aligned activity in relation to Digital Council, Digital
Economy and Digital Community objectives.
The implementation plan
2.11

It is proposed that a digital transformation programme of this nature and ambition,
is deployed across a number of tranches/releases for North Lanarkshire. To
succeed, the Council would need to prioritise and reallocate resources; identify
capability gaps which could be filled by external expertise, and have a robust
method for managing and tracking benefits as they materialise.

2.12

An indicative high level implementation plan is built around several tranches and
workstreams, as shown in Appendix C.
Programme tranches (interim deliveries across timeline of programme) have
been identified as follows:
Tranche 0— Programme mobilisation and detailed design stage
This release produces a full business case including a refined view of
benefits/costs and implementation priorities
Tranche I − Quick Wins
This includes the implementation of the new business service model; streamlining
of process change; and existing technology improvements to establish visible
early benefits
Tranche 2 − Digital platform I customer / community and economy
The digital platform will be the first of the new technology components to be
implemented. Other components of the new architecture will need to work with
this new platform. The specific phasing of the implementation of new components
will be refined in the detailed design stage. Prioritisation will be based on
customer facing elements first but will also consider wider data sharing options
and linked digital economy and community requirements to ensure inclusivity.
Tranche 3 − Digital Employee (NLC elements)
The final tranche focuses on NLC staff e.g. new collaboration tools, a new
employee portal, further rollout of mobile/flexible working and automation with
integrations will take place on a continuous basis throughout the programme.

Programme workstreams have been identified as follows:
Programme Management
A robust team is required to help deliver the milestones on time, manage
risk, align capital plans, communicate with up to 16,000 staff (internal
element only − + wider public sector options) and have a relentless focus
on benefits realisation through design and implementation.

Design for success
This workstream carries out the further detailed design work required to refine,
prioritise and detail the options and the wider impact to the Council and plan the
approach for procurement.
Quick Wins
To maintain momentum and generate early visible benefits, a selection of next
stage pilots should be rolled out in pilot services such as E&HR who have already
undertaken and delivered in linked fields of activity e.g. networked and agile, live
analytics etc.
Digital architecture components (Internal and External)
The digital solution outlined above needs to be designed, procured and
implemented. This is the technology that will be the enabler for the business
change transformation to be achieved across the Digital Council, Digital Economy
and Digital Community.
People
All of the changes outlined in this report are intrinsically linked to the Council's
ability to engage staff, partners, businesses, future investors and communities to
inform and empower them. There will be a workforce transition plan involving the
creation of new or different jobs, creating paths for the future, and training people
on new roles and responsibilities across the new Digital North Lanarkshire.
Conclusions and next steps
2.13

In order to maintain momentum of the programme, it is crucial that North
Lanarkshire now design the high priority areas of digital transformation in greater
detail.
A detailed design stage of this size and complexity typically runs for about 4−6
months. A blend of Council and specialist resources is the optimum way of
successfully delivering this next stage of work.
The Council now needs to make the decision to move to this detailed design
stage and mobilise a team that will have the capacity and capability to undertake
this work. However, it should also be noted that there are aspects of the delivery
work that can be moved in parallel, where processes can be streamlined and
automated without the additional IT investment but making better use of what is
currently in place.

2.14

Next steps:
At executive level, agree and promote a clear strategic direction, underpinned
by a council−wide transformation programme, to help the Council move to
digital working and a new model of service delivery with confidence and
clarity.
− Mobilise a team with the skills, capacity and capabilities to drive the digital
transformation forward. Establish the relevant governance to help manage
the digital transformation.

−

−
−

−

Discuss the emerging model and digital transformation with ALEOs.
Agree the areas where detailed design and analysis are required. Confirm
preferred way of undertaking this scope of work. This should include clarifying
the dependency on the Integrated Joint Board (IJB).
Develop clear, detailed plans linked to the ongoing workforce and financial
planning process. This should include capital and revenue cost planning.

A robust approach > Benefits focused > A multi−competency delivery team > A successful
Implementation

3.

Implications

3.1

HR/Policy/Legislative Impact
There will be a plan of workforce transition in place to achieve the benefits set
out in this report. This will include working with the Business, Organisational &
People Solutions division to create new or different jobs, create paths for the
future, and train people for new roles and responsibilities.
In practice this programme of work will complement with the work already begun
in Enterprise and Housing Resources which involves significant investment in
jobs and the local economy, with an inherent one programme approach
envisaged under Digital North Lanarkshire.

3.2

Environmental Impact
This programme will support the Council's pledges to environmental sustainability
through reduced use of paper and carbon footprint via increased use of self
service functions.
Examples include:
−
−

Moving Wave 3 manual workers to online payslips will remove the need for
specialist payslips being printed
Moving to an online digital method of applying for social housing will remove
the need for specialist paper applications being printed and distributed.
Currently approximately 11,000 forms are provided to citizens with only
approx. 2,500 progressing to an actual application.

This will be further outlined in follow up reports through the detailed design stage
and in the implementation stages/projects to follow.
3.3

Risk Impact
Delivering a programme of this scale in a Council the size of North Lanarkshire
Council, with all the known complexities presents a number of risks that need to
be acknowledged, considered and mitigated.

The Council has considered the likely strategic risks it may face throughout the
programme together with the activities that will be put in place to mitigate them.
See Appendix D.

4.

Measures of success

4.1

A core measure of success for the implementation programme will be the ability
to enable North Lanarkshire to grow and sustain success for the next 5−15 year
period. In order to do this, maintaining the current levels of momentum on the
programme will be the key. The implementation plan outlined in section 2.12
above aims to deliver as much of the changes in the first 3−5 years. These
changes can then be scaled up and down depending on Council priorities and
need.

4.2

Anticipated benefits from the Business Service Model:
−

−

−

−

−

−

−

Improvement of the customer experience (people, communities, etc.) through
streamlining of processes and service delivery functions, and moving towards
a 'right first time' customer focused approach.
Removal of time consuming non−core activities from frontline staff allowing
them to focus on delivering to their customers.
Creation of multi−skilled flexible staff who focus efforts on more value adding
activities. Creation of a flatter structure.
Provision of better insight and management information to assist with
decision making and use of performance indicators to monitor success.
Providing future opportunities to share services out with the Council (e.g. joint
ventures, ALEOs etc.) or deliver through alternative models.
Supporting the Council's pledges to environmental sustainability through
reduced use of paper and carbon footprint via increased use of self service
functions.
Potential to reduce requirements on assets and properties

ze6
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Robert Steenson
Assistant Chief Executive (Infrastructure)

Appendix A − Digital Vision

Digital Vision
In this briefing paper we have set out:
•
•
•

Why we are proposing to move North Lanarkshire Council to a new digital
delivery model;
Our community digital vision; and
Our plan to deliver it

Why move to a digital delivery model?
The Local Government landscape is evolving. Demographic change is leading to
increased demand on our services. Budgetary pressure is continuing and unlikely to
lessen in the near term. New legislation is creating a greater focus on empowering
communities to direct service provision and to self−support. Finally, our customers and
employees have an increasing desire and expectation to engage and work digitally. All
this is putting considerable pressure across our local public services.
At the same time we are seeing significant advances in disruptive technologies such as
ultra−fast broadband, artificial intelligence and smart devices, and these will become
increasingly sophisticated in the future. For example, artificial intelligence (Al) can
already be used to respond to customer queries through chatbot features or even virtual
assistants. By 2029, it is predicted Al will be at about the same level of intelligence as
adult humans. This technology and others unlock possibilities for delivering services in
radically different ways − if we invest in the necessary infrastructure.
Overall, this gives us an opportunity for significant and fundamental change. Our
ambition is for North Lanarkshire Council to seize this opportunity to transform into a
digital pioneer in Scotland, delivering better outcomes for the people and businesses of
North Lanarkshire.
What is our Digital Vision?
Our digital vision and ambition involves going beyond just changing our operational ways
of working within the Council, it involves looking holistically at the North Lanarkshire area
and community. We are proposing therefore to deliver a wide ranging transformation that
interlocks significant improvements in our operational and customer facing IT with the
modernisation of our infrastructure across the area.
We will embrace technological innovation and find new ways to deliver services at the
lowest possible cost base in ways that are designed around outcomes and people, not
around
self−managiour
ng, internal structures. We aim to empower and activate customers to be
direct them to the right resources, and anticipate their needs. This will make
North Lanarkshire an attractive place to live, work and do business, both improving
outcomes for residents and fostering economic growth.
We have ambitious plans to put in place a state of the art ultrafast public wifi network
and remote 5G in the next 3−10 years. This physical infrastructure will be established as
we build new Council houses. This provides the foundations on which we can transform
residential areas into "Smart Cities" connecting them to innovative services that help
reduce demand and support priority outcomes. For example, this will enable "the internet
of things" as a standard across our homes, connecting our residents and their assets to
the internet, which in turn will help to detect needs and trigger early interventions.

At the same time we will change our operational ways of working in ways that make the
most of these new digital technologies. We will reduce the cost base through the removal
of duplication and fragmentation through consolidation of common activity/processes.
Data and digital are key enablers to this model of service delivery. They provide access
for our customers as well as the evidence base to change our services and respond to
need on an ongoing basis. This will increase customers' use of self−support whilst
allowing us to target our resources at those with greatest need.
To turn this into reality requires an improved IT architecture. This means a new digital
platform on which we build the new technology and ways of working. This includes, for
example, linking Smart Council homes into our network as part of the digital
transformation.
This vision and ambition is summarised by the key principles set out below and will
require strong leadership and investment to turn this in to a reality.
Our community digital vision is that:
•

•

•

•

North Lanarkshire Council is one of Scotland's digital pioneers − NLC
embraces technological innovation and digitisation of services including cutting
edge technologies like the internet of things (sensors automatically sending
information to Council systems and enabling better targeting of resources), drone
technology (utilized in delivering services such as surveying), and non−evasive
user authentication techniques (fingerprints and voiceprints for customers to
check sensitive data or receive personalised recommendations).
NLC uses digital platforms to reduce demand and provide personalised
services to customers − Digital platforms support flexible and rapid
improvements and support customers and businesses to connect more
effectively. Connections to other websites (e.g. Blue Badges) pull in information
on all past appointments and interactions from the Local Health partnership and
there are links to an ecosystem of third party apps (e.g. sharing tools,
volunteering, social meetups) and to paid−for services (e.g. tutors, dieticians,
personal trainers). NLC acts as a broker, linking people to third party support that
they can benefit from. NLC subsidises or endorses these services to reduce
demand on the Council. Algorithms use browsing history and cookies to tailor
dashboard content to users in the same style as platform services such as
"Amazon" (e.g. notifications about local events, voluntary positions, jobs,
homecare, distance learning opportunities, local businesses etc.).
NLC is more efficient, personal contact is reduced in favour of digitised
services − NLC works with people in a myriad of virtual and physical ways that
break from traditional ways of working. Personal contact is reduced in favour of
end to end digitised services. All transactions e.g. including payments or
applications for licenses take place online and not just through the website −
building on existing work on mobile apps. Traditional services like First Stop
Shops are transformed to assist people to self−serve with kiosks for basic
transactions and video chat if needed.
Digital exclusion should be addressed as part of our plans but not hinder
our ambition − Information on digital platforms is adapted for people with
language and literacy difficulties e.g. including signing and chat bots for
assistance. NLC also ensures that groups with limited digital proficiency have
access to in−person navigation support and internet access in libraries and
community centres.

•

•

•

•

•

NLC is highly networked with other organisations − Multi−agency working is
the norm. Council services − and often partners too − share a digital platform, so
much of their data is shared instantly. As a result, NLC now organise around
particular problems as we need to tackle them − teams are highly strategic, fluid
entities that form into teams based on local needs. NLC works closely with
experts, customers and innovators to generate new ideas. For instance, rapid
response teams form for fixed periods to address specific cross−cutting
challenges. Direct service provision by the Council is priority based as NLC acts
more as a broker.
NLC innovates with a deeper toolbox for problem solving − NLC uses data
analytics, predictive algorithms to identify, analyse, and anticipate problems.
Services such as infrastructure, customer contact, waste and welfare are
responsive to North Lanarkshire customers and proactively respond to them,
where necessary, based on data driven decision making.
NLC technology, workforce and public space are flexible and adaptable to
change − All staff, from the Chief Executive to refuse collectors, can access the
files and case management information they need, wherever they are. Files are
stored in the Cloud; chat platforms enable staff to communicate with one another
and maintain a record of conversations. Workers are highly mobile and not tied
to Council offices creating less need for public buildings.
NLC's staff focus on higher value analytics not routine admin − The back
office is fully digitised. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) is a common feature
at the Council, taking over repetitive rules−based tasks e.g. invoice payments.
The move to digital working hasn't created as many jobs as it has removed. There
are fewer managers. There are greater numbers of digital natives and digital
leaders in the Council with strong skills for problem solving, systems thinking and
innovation. Increasingly, staff have future−focused analytical capabilities, to
consider long−term challenges such as an ageing population. The Council uses
talented
in−house.developers, designers and analysts but not all of these jobs exist
NLC offers the incentives to attract and retain the talent needed − Skills and
responsibilities, not seniority and age, are rewarded. Less rigid career pathways
and a non−hierarchical structure have also made NLC more attractive and
smoothed pathways between the public and private sectors.

In conclusion our vision is to harness available technology to digitise Council services
and deliver improved outcomes and services to citizens and communities.
What is the plan to deliver this?
Managing change
To deliver the Council's vision of "harnessing available technology to digitise Council
services, delivering improved outcomes and services to citizens and communities", and
becoming the leading digital Council in Scotland will require a robust transformational
approach. This programme will be business led and the delivery will have the following
characteristics:
•

Digital leadership will be provided from the senior sponsors of the programme,
and from senior leadership in the Council as a whole, providing the experience,
personality, leadership abilities and assertiveness needed to drive transformation
in the organisation.

•

•

•

The design process will begin by examining business functions and redesigning
processes to remove duplication and fragmentation across the Council. This
process will be customer focused and involve engagement of stakeholders both
internally and externally to the Council.
There will be an enabling workstream within the programme focusing on "people"
i.e. the skills and roles, leadership, culture and behaviour changes needed for
implementing the change. The ability to engage staff and empower them to work
more digitally will be crucial in implementing any changes. Change to teams /
services will encompass new processes and new training/behaviours in addition
to new technologies.
There will be a workforce transition plan put in place. This will include working
with the Business, Organisational & People Solutions division to create new or
different jobs, create paths for the future, and train people for new roles as
appropriate.

Digital capabilities
We will also need to build some key Digital capabilities. These Digital capabilities will
enable the Council to become an anticipatory, innovative, and adaptive organisation
focused on outcomes. To build these capabilities there are some key technology
investments and activities required, which will both lay the foundation for the digital future
and also maximise usage and scale of the technology investment. The IT architecture
changes have been identified adhering to some key success criteria including the
following:
•

Establish an integrated programme of change across the council that provides
visibility of all change (in−flight or planned) and enables resources to be managed
effectively and efficiently to deliver against our vision;

•

Establish external delivery partnerships to provide the required expertise and
capability to augment the councils own IT and change resource, helping to safely
deliver the programme under a value for money arrangement;

•

Establish a knowledge transfer arrangement with delivery partners to develop
and grow the councils own change and digital capabilities to support and sustain
digital innovation in the Council;

•

Establish a flexible digital platform based on well supported, well
understood technology. The digital platform underpins the Councils' ability to
adopt, scale and release technical solutions and it is crucial to get this foundation
right;

•

Standardise on a single, comprehensive case management solution that allows
internal and external service requests to be tracked across the Council,
regardless of entry point or line of service. This will replace the existing Lagan
Case Management solution;

•

Develop a modern, standards based and mobile optimised public front end which
allows services to be requested securely, asking for information once, with
minimised opportunity for error, and automating the use of this information to
ensure services are commissioned and customers are kept informed through two
way communication channels, which may be phone, text, messaging or social
apps;

•

Move the existing IT systems integrations to the cloud and invest in a strategic,
cloud based integration solution which is the central, controlled conduit for
automation of information transferral around the Council;

•

Establish single indexes for people, place and staff to allow many applications to
leverage these single sources of truth. The indexes would replace our current
master data management tool with a more flexible, technically aligned solution;

•

Consolidate to a single business intelligence platform for all reporting purposes,
to ensure one version of the truth is accessible in a timely, secure and automated
fashion and allowing the Council to make informed, intelligence−based decisions;

•

Strong governance is required across the Council to ensure all changes to the
technology landscape support the business objectives and are not short term,
siloed instances of change; and

•

Where Line of Business applications cannot be subsumed by common
components then any future selection must be done in alignment of the overall
architecture of the Digital Council.

Conclusion
The challenges we face are unprecedented but so is the opportunity presented by new
technologies. We have set out an ambitious community digital vision in this paper. In
order to realise this ambition there will need to be a robust transformation programme in
place − we will need to invest in the technology infrastructure and change management
process throughout the life of the programme; from design through to implementation.
Ultimately, achieving the vision will unlock significant benefits for the Council and its
customers alike.

Appendix B − Activity Analysis Processes I Overview
The diagram below shows all 36 processes that were part of the Activity Analysis
survey that was distributed across a significant range of Council staff for
assessment and completion.
The 20 highlighted processes are those where there is most opportunity to
consolidate, automate and digitise.
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Appendix B − Activity Analysis Processes I Overview (cont)
The Activity Analysis survey provides a Council−wide baseline of activity for 6,966
FTE showing 51% of effort is spent on service delivery and the remainder on
processes such as customer contact, administration and data administration
across all service areas.
The following table and chart show the spread of activity by category across the
Council services.

FTE Analysis:
Chief Executives
Education, Youth &
Communities
Enterprise & Housing
Resources
Health & Social Care
Infrastructure

I Service
delivery

Customer YMiddle
office
contact
8
15

Grand Total

I
Strategic

Support
73

17

Total

41

154

45

96

109

45

53

347

219
449
295

201
494
274

271
1,406
1,776

160
173
426

110
74
137

961
2,596
2,908

1,024

1,073

3,579

876

415

6,966

FTE view
Infrastructure

Health & Social Care

Enterprise & Housing Resources

Education, Youth & Communities

Chief Executives
0%
B Customer contact

10%

20%

30%

B Middle office

40%

50%

60%

9 Service delivery

70%

80%

ía Support

90%

100%

B Strategic

This has helped to identify areas of fragmentation and duplication and
opportunities to consolidate, automate and digitise.

Appendix C − Indicative Implementation Plan
An indicative high level implementation plan has been created as follows:

Appendix D High Level Strategic Risks
The table below shows the high level strategic risks identified, their level, and how they
could be mitigated:

Scale of change
programme could
impact negatively
on service delivery

−
Balance use of .dedáted
programmeteam members and
current serviàe delivery resources
with backfill as appropriate
• Carry out robust resource
planning and resource with
suitable skills and capabilities
• Monitor corporate héath indicator
through Assurance Board

Benefit
assumptions
unrealistic as
unable to isolate
staff in services
carrying out roles
impacted by the
changes. Historic
difficulty where
activity affected is
parts of posts not
whole roles

•
•
•
e q u i v
•

Costs I benefits
assumptions not
realised

•
−
•
•
•

High reliance on
cultural /
behavioural
change

•
•

M

•
I

Lack of buy in t
the model by
services

I

Eo e
M

Conduct exercise to identify full
FTE equivalent roles during
detailed design
Identify ring fenced population
Transfer budgets if not full FTE
a l e n t and roles if full FTE
equivalent
Council ACE to lead on service
design

Prudent approach to benefits has
been adopted
Maintain single post tracker within
programme
Implement robust change request
process
Set transformation targets in
corporate objectives
Establish buy in and Leadership
from Senior Management Team
Adopt structured approach to
communication and stakeholder
management
Establish staff engagement
through design −ACE led

a • c Establish
h
leadership commitment
at outset and to be confirmed at
stage

•
•

High reliance on
agile delivery of
technology / data
solutions

•

•

Key stakeholder
buy in: Members,
Partners

Misalignment with
in−flight IT changes
(Infrastructure,
E&HR, current
portal)

Majority of change will be cultural
and behâviourál with technical
tools key to support new working
styles
Use external support as required
with client side business
integrator

•

Implement comprehensive
communication and engagement
plan
Make use of user journeys, early
pilots and prototypes to bring to
life during design

•

Strong alignment with North
Lanarkshire digital infrastructure
plans
Umbrella view of all IT enabled
change
Establish one programme plan −
mapping dependencies
Make use of design authority and
technical design authority to
understand Council wide impact
on key decisions

M

•
•
•

National policy or
legislative changes
(e.g. in Education
and the JIB) may
affect
implementation

Fully develop and test service
levels prior to operational go live
Implement comprehensive
engagement and communication
plan

•

•

•

•

Benefits have been phased to
allow for lead in to changes to
service delivery
Engage senior stakeholders from
all services at a leadership level
to facilitate alignment with
changes
Adopt robust benefits tracking and
risk management during
programme to monitor and
respond to policy changes
Evaluate policy changes to
determine the impact on services
and the future business model

